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Title: Epic Royal
Genre: Action, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Early Access
Developer:
Integrity Studios
Publisher:
Integrity Studios
Release Date: 24 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64 bit

Processor: Intel® Core™2 Quad Processor Q6600

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 9800 GT

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 10 GB available space
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Please reboot...open it to the commonuity they can make mods new maps palyers...id be a new overwatch before overwatch was
a thing
. The mims has a fun world to explore every island has different challenges. Some points would be better improved. However,
the game is certainly worthwhile and I recommend it.

The Good:

The Art - There is just something that works for me. The aliens look silly; everyone has there own identity. The
buildings are all in style. The buildings have rounded shapes, that resemble the Mims. It all looks a bit weird and clunky.
It works.

The gameplay - As a godgame it really works. Giving you several options to control your mims. Things are easy to
understand. It's a godgame.

The secrets - There are some secrets on every island to be found this is fun to do

Duration - As I have not yet completed the story of the game. Already 25 hours in it is lenghtly enough for it's price.

Challenges - While some are hard,

The bad:

Controls - Some controls are a bit clunky. Using two buttons to rotate with the mouse. Targetting mims does not always
click that well, for me.

No save function - This is a big one. The save function could really help with games. Some maps take quite a while
especially with my playstyle, taking it slow. I am not going to pause my game and wait for tomorrow.

The Ugly:

Balancing - Somethings cost so much energy,  Try installing a house for the mims, GOODBYE energy 
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Menu - some menus or notifications have to much wording, or are unclear.

. I'm not going to complain about the graphics due to the age of the DLC, but the sounds aren't that great, and the interior of the
cab looks empty, like they got it half way finished and decided not to put the rest of the gauges and controls in the cab.. been
playing this game so far so good. well worth the money if u into city building and westerns two thumbs up. I'm grabbed into this
game. I'm expecting the developer never stop creating this kind of gems.. Best casual game there is. If you liked Woodle Tree
Adventures you will like this one too.. better than pubg and fortnite. One of the first 'true' shumps on steam, and oh boy is this
sucker a doozy! Devloped back in 2007, retooled slightly for 2011 and brought towards English readers, this game is a blast.
Just. A. Total. Blast. But yee be warned if you are new, or still lacking skill in shumps in general: This game will chew you up,
and toss you away hard. It doens't pull it's punches even on it's more easier setting, to pass it's insane challanges, fight it's 'true'
end game boss, and to unlock the third playable cast member is something maybe only 1% of the people who buy\/play this
game will EVER achive.

Not for the faint of heart, but those looking for an extremly thrilling challange need not look elsewhere.. Love this game! its one
of my favorite. I can't wait for updates! THIS IS GOING TO BE GOOD.
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When i saw the trailer my first thought was "is this a joke?". A beat'em up that forces you to drain enemy's stamina by blocking
and dodging their attacks, instead of kicking their♥♥♥♥♥with flashy combos? Ridiculous! But you know what? IT WORKS!
Its FUN! And that comes from a player, that tends to avoid that kind of playstile in every beat'em up/ slasher game he plays.
Great job Household Games!
  Now, the way it works is, instead of memorizing your characters combos and moves, you memorize combos and moves of your
enemies. Its totally possible to play without memorizing the entire combos once you have a grasp on core mechanics, but after
beating a certain enemy type once or twice you will naturally learn their attack pattern anyway. It sort of becomes a rhythm
game then.
  So, um, if you like beat'em ups you should totally play this game. Oh, and the soundtrack is awesome!

. This feels like a game you might have found on a CD full of shareware in the mid 90's. Or maybe downloaded off of Jumbo
Games or the like. It's the kind of game you sit down to play for an hour. Then come back the next day and play again. It's got
that subtle addictive quality. It's a very good blend of easy, approachable, and challenging. Almost feels like an obscure game
Apogee might have made back in the day. Every time I've played it I've experienced new enemies, upgrades, and obstacles.

I love that I can collect items to unlock new ships, and these ships recieve completely different effects from the artifact\/potion
pickups. Each ship is a totally different game.

My only complaint is that in the very late levels I keep dying from being rammed, despite whatever collision damage reducing
modifiers I've equipped. Even in the speediest ship, which I transitioned to by a chance powerup, later levels feature so many
spawning enemies intent on ramming you that it presents a huge challenge. But of course, this a rogue-like, and daunting
challenge is to be expected.

Still, I wish there was a cloaking device with a timed cooldown cycle that when activated would prevent me from picking up
anything or firing, but would hide me from the enemies. This would allow me to better tip toe around the later levels and cloak
& heal when resistance gets too tough. Ballancing this, most upgrades are only found by shooting enemies, and some fuel has to
be obtained from mini boss battles. For all I know this upgrade is already in the game and I haven't found it yet, that's how much
neat upgrade loot is in this game.

If you like the idea of an action rogue-like with a sort of Fort Apokalypse meets Defender vibe, definitely check this out.. this
game...... The rounds have a♥♥♥♥♥♥timer which is short making it already less fun The final rounds are a pain in
the♥♥♥♥♥to the point where its no longer fun, the audio get old really quick, each girl has only 2♥♥♥♥♥♥moans that are
repeated over and over and over and over and over and over again to the point its noth worth playing anymore once I got to the
final ♥♥♥♥♥, at that point I wanted to throw my mouse at someones head. Im not♥♥♥♥♥♥at mahjong but this game is.

Not worth anything over $2. Gameplay\/review (8 min): https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=58myxy8LEIc
Awesome game but with some flaws. If you like zombie games (like I do) then you will most likely find it enjoyable. The first
few waves were way too easy for me so that made it a bit boring at first. But as soon zombies started to appear more frequently
it immediately got more exciting.

The weapons must be realistically reloaded and that adds an extra challenge. It's great because otherwise it would simply get too
easy and boring.

I've played it for over an hour now and only experienced two bugs and neither of them caused any major issues. To me that's
very impressive seeing as this is still an early release.

Right now I think it's a bit overpriced for the experience which I had (but not by a lot). It seems a little to basic at the moment
and doesn't offer much of variation in terms of gamemodes or similar. But, seeing as this is an early release and that the
developers have promised more features it won't affect my final verdict too much.

As a whole I enjoyed the game and do recommend it to anyone else who like wave shooters and zombies.. Maybe its me,
but this game looks like it came out someher around 1985. hello where at 2018?
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